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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

UNIFORM RULES
No hats are permitted inside school at any time.
No baseball caps are permitted on school trips
unless they are Hill Academy caps.
A hoodie can be worn for both athletics and in
class but hoods must not be on head while
indoors.
No cargo pockets on pants or shorts.
Students will require both indoor and outdoor
shoes. No slippers allowed at school.  No open
toed shoes or sandals.

How does the Early Years uniform differ from older grades?
Early Years students are not required to change between gym period, sport
period, and academic periods.  Their daily uniform consists of a Hill Academy
top of their choice, and black or beige athletic pants or shorts.  Hill Branded
track pants and shorts are recommended but not mandatory.

Is Hill Academy outerwear mandatory?
Although Hill Academy outerwear is not mandatory it is highly recommended
for travelling teams.

What bottoms are required?
Hill Academy sweatpants and shorts are preferred but not required.  Students
in Early Years can wear their choice of black or beige athletic pants,
sweatpants, or shorts.

Do I require a polo?
We ask that all students purchase at least one polo for picture day, special
occasions and events.

How many items should I buy of each?
We recommend starting with 1-2 polos, 2-3 gym t-shirts, and 2 sweatshirts.  
Personal needs can be determined from there.
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Youth Team-Tech Tee
$35

Sizes: YS-YXL
Colors: Black, Grey

Youth Team-Tech Long Sleeve
$45

Sizes: YS-YXL
Colors: Black, Grey

Youth Tech Vent Shorts
$40

Sizes: YXS-YXL
Colors: Black w/ white stripe

Youth Team-Tech Polo
$40

Sizes: YS-YXL
Colors: Black, Red

Youth Rival Fleece Jogger
$60

Sizes: YXS-YXL
Colors: Black

Youth Rival Fleece Hoodie
$70

Sizes: YXS-YXL
Colors: Black, Grey

*Note we will be offering options for the Team Tech Tee, Team Tech Long Sleeve, and
Team Tech Polo in XS as Under Armour does not offer these sizes in XS.

**Only in-stock items are currently listed in our online school store.  If you see an item
listed in the Apparel Guide but not currently available on the website, please note that

all items will be online by mid-July.  


